
Word Wildlife Day Worksheet 

1. Put these animals in the right column in the table.

Cats elephants tigers  dogs hamsters rhinos  
budgies   marine turtles 

Wild Domestic 

2. Write the names of the animals under the pictures. Use the words in exercise
1 to help you.

a. b. 

c. d. 

3. Read. Match the questions and answers.
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Word Wildlife Day Worksheet 

1. When is World Wildlife day? a. To celebrate wild animals
and fauna and to raise
awareness.

2. When was the first World Wildlife Day? b. Hunting and illegal trade.
Environmental change.s

3. Why do we have World Wildlife Day? c..Because they are  
endangered species 

4. Why do we have to protect some animals? d. On the 3rd March

5. What are the risks for some wild animals? e. In 2013

4. The animals in exercise 3 are all endangered species. Mandy chooses to adopt an
elephant.

I want to adopt an elephant  because I love elephants. 
Elephants are kind and intelligent. 

5.Choose an animal to adopt. Say why.

I want to adopt a …......... because 

6. Speak to a partner. Tell them the name of the animal you want to adopt and
why.

Interested in adopting an animal? Go to www.worldwildlife.org 
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Word Wildlife Day Worksheet 

Teacher's Notes 
1. 

Wild Domestic 

elephants cats 

tigers dogs 

rhinos hamsters 

Marine turtles budgies 

2. 
a. rhinos b. tigers c. elephants d. marine turtles

3. 
1.d 2. e   3a   4c    5b 

4. Before doing this exercise, elicit the personality traits of different wild
animals. Write them on the board and match them to different animals.

5&6. Students can choose any endangered species. A good cross curricular activity 
could be to get the students to prepare a mini-project on endangered species. More 
info on www.worldwildlife.org 
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